We study the decay D 0 →K * 0 π − e + ν e , using SU(2) L ⊗ SU(2) R chiral perturbation theory for heavy charmed mesons and vector mesons, in the kinematic regime where
, from experimental data [5] . The decay rates in the above modes are calculated, using SU(2) L ⊗ SU(2) R chiral symmetry only, thus not treating the strange quark mass as small.
In the present work, we use chiral perturbation theory for heavy charmed mesons [6] and heavy vector mesons [3] , in the limit of SU(2) L ⊗ SU(2) R chiral symmetry, to calculate the differential decay rate for D 0 →K * 0 π − e + ν e in a region of phase space where the pion is "soft" in the rest frames of both the D 0 and the K * 0 . Currently, there is an upper bound of 1.3% on the branching ratio for this decay mode. To calculate the leading order amplitude, we need the matrix element of the left-handed currentsγ µ (1 − γ 5 )c, between a D * and a K * . Since the form factors for this current are not measured, we relate them to the form factors of the same left-handed current between a D and a K * , using heavy quark symmetry [7, 8] . At the present time, one of the form factors of the D → K * current is still unmeasured. The dependence of the decay amplitude on this form factor is eliminated when we study the decay in the region where the K * is near zero recoil. In this restricted region, the calculated differential decay rate depends on the DD * π coupling constant g D of heavy charmed meson chiral perturbation Lagrangian (coupling constant g of Eq. (12) in Ref. [6] ). There is an experimental bound on the value of g D , but the value of this constant remains to be measured. There have been theoretical attempts at the determination of g D , such as those involving radiative D * decays [9, 10] . In this paper, we present an indepent theoretical approach for obtaining the value of g D . The results of our paper can be compared to the data on D 0 →K * 0 π − e + ν e to extract the experimental value of g D which can in turn provide a measure of the validity of the methods used here, by calculating other processes that depend on g D and comparing with data.
We will introduce the chiral perturbation theory relevant to this work, in the next section.
In Section III, we present expressions for the left-handed hadronic currents for D → K * and D * → K * , and the leading amplitude for the decay. Section IV contains the prediction for the differential decay rate, in a restricted region of phase space that will be discussed. The concluding remarks are presented in Section V, followed by an appendix in which some useful formulas are presented.
II Chiral Perturbation Theory
In this section, we introduce the formalism necessary for the calculations discussed in this paper. In the rest of this work, the words "heavy meson" refer to a meson containig a charm or a bottom quark, unless otherwise specified. We will use notation similar to that of Refs. [6, 4] . We start with the strong interactions of pions and heavy mesons, under
where
where L ∈ SU(2) L and R ∈ SU(2) R . At the leading order in chiral perturbation theory, f π is given by the pion decay constant f π ≈ 132
MeV. To describe the interactions of pions with other fields, it is convenient to define
where U is a complicated function of L, R, and the pion fields Π. In the special case where
We present an effective Lagrangian for the strong interactions of low momentum pions (in case of SU(3) L ⊗ SU(3) R , these results will include kaons and the eta, as well) with the ground state heavy mesons with Qq a flavor quantum numbers, where a = 1, 2, and q 1 = u,
− spin-parity quantum numbers, in these heavy mesons. In the limit where the mass of the heavy quark m Q → ∞, the spin of the light degrees of freedom combines with the spin of the heavy quark to yield two degenerate doublets, consisting of an SU(2) V antidoublet of pseudo-scalar mesons, denoted by P a , and an SU(2) V antidoublet of vector mesons, denoted by P * a . We are interested in the case Q = c, for which the pseudo-scalar mesons are D 0 and D + , and the vector mesons are D * 0 and D * + .
The above mentioned strong interaction Lagrangian, in addition to the usual symmetries, such as parity and Lorentz invariance, must have heavy quark symmetry, at the leading order. To proceed, it is convenient to incorporate the P a and P * aµ meson fields into a 4 × 4 matrix H a [6, 11] 
Note that the heavy fields P a and P * aµ only destroy their respective mesons of four-velocity v and do not create the corresponding antiparticles. We have
where the repeated index b is summed over 1 and 2, and U was introduced in Eq. (4) . Under the heavy quark spin symmetry group SU(2) v , we have
where S ∈ SU(2) v . Lorentz transformations act on H a according to
where D(Λ) is an element of the 4 × 4 matrix representation of the Lorentz group.
We introduceH
Thus, we getH
The transformation laws forH a corresponding to those in Eqs. (6) , (7), and (8), arē
The effective Lagrangian that describes the strong interactions of pions and heavy mesons, at leading order (one derivative), is then given by
and
At the present time, there is only a bound on the coupling constant g D of Eq. (12), [12] . The explicit chiral symmetry breaking terms contain light quark masses
In Eq. (15),
where M = diag(m u , m d ) is the 2 × 2 light quark mass matrix.
Eq. (12) yields the propagators iδ ab /2v · k and −iδ ab (g µν − v µ v ν )/2v · k for P a and P * a , respectively, where k is a small residual momentum. The leading heavy quark spin symmetry breaking effects at order Λ QCD /m Q , induced by the color-magnetic operator [13] , are given by
In Eq. (15), λ ξ and λ Σ are dimensionless constants independent of the heavy quark mass, whereas λ Q of Eq. (17), with dimension 2, has a logarithmic dependence on the heavy quark mass [13] , calculable in perturbative QCD. Under SU(3) L ⊗ SU(3) R , the correspondence with the notation of Ref. [6] is given by
The only effect of the term in Eq. (17) is to change the P a and P * a propagators, and an appropriate field redefinition [6] will yield iδ ab /2v · k and −iδ ab (g
the aforementioned propagators, respectively, where
In this paper Q = c, and the mass difference ∆ = m D * − m D = 145 MeV ∼ m π . Thus, ∆ is considered as of order one derivative and has a leading order contribution in our subsequent calculations.
The K * andK * fields are introduced as doublets [4] 
The doublets K * µ andK * µ are related by charge conjugation C which acts on the fields as follows:
The vector meson fields are treated as heavy with fixed four velocity v ′µ , v ′2 = 1, satisfying
Interactions of the form V → V ′ X, where V and V ′ are K * 's and X is either the vacuum or one or more soft pions, are given by a Lagrangian of the
The interaction Lagrangian is given by
Here, g
in Eq. (24) and g 2 of the Lagrangian in Eq. (11) of Ref. [3] are equal, at the leading order in SU(3) L ⊗ SU(3) R chiral perturbation theory. Note that for the vector
µ , and so on. In the heavy vector meson chiral perturbation theory, K * + µ destroys a K * + , but it does not create its antiparticle
The kinetic terms in Lagrangian (23) are
The mass terms which explicitly break chiral symmetry, are given by
At leading order in SU(3) L ⊗ SU(3) R chiral perturbation theory, the couplings in Eq. (26) are related to those of Ref. [3] by
The K * 's have a width Γ (K * ) = 50 MeV. Since this width is compararble to the pion mass,
we treat it as of order one derivative, and introduce it in our Lagrangian via the following terms
Note that the terms in Eqs. (24), (25), and (28) are of order one derivative and are considered of leading order, whereas the terms in Eq. (26) are proportinal to light quark masses, which means they are of order two derivatives, and thus, considered non-leading in our calculations.
In this formalism, the K * propagator is given by
where k ′ is the small residual momentum of the K * .
III Currents and the Amplitude
The part of the effective Hamiltonian H W for weak semileptonic decay of D 0 that contributes to D 0 →K * 0 π − e + ν e , at the quark level, is given by
where G F is the Fermi constant, V cs is an element of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix, and the spinors reprsent the corresponding fermions. Experimentally, we have |V cs | ≈ 1.
The only Feynman diagrams that contribute at the leading order in SU(2) L ⊗ SU(2) R chiral perturbation theory are presented in Figs. (1) and (2). 
where p ′ and ε ′ are the four-momentum and the polarization of the K * , p is the four- 
we have [15] f (y) = 1.8 GeV
and g(y) = 0.51 GeV
Note that the sign of g depends on the convention for the sign of Levi-Civita tensor, which we take to be ǫ µνλσ = −ǫ µνλσ = 1. Next, we will write an expression for K * |sγ µ (1 − γ 5 )c|D * , in terms of the form factors g, f, a (+) , and a (−) . Later on, we will only consider the region of phase space whereK * 0 is nearly at rest in the decaying D 0 rest frame and the dependence of the amplitude on the unknown form factor a (−) is negligible. We treat the charm quark as heavy and use heavy quark symmetry to write down the following expression [8] for the current
In Eq. (36),
is the most general form that can be written down for the wavefunction of K * , consistent with heavy quark symmetry for M (H) (v), at the leading order. 
where we have used the identity ε α ε * ′ 
where the anti-muon is massive enough to make the measurement possible. However, for the rest of this paper, we work in the kinematic regime whereK * 0 is at rest, to leading order in our calculations, in the rest frame of the decaying D 0 . Thus, the pion can be soft in the rest frames of both the D 0 and theK * 0 , as required by chiral perturbation theory. (1) and (2), is given by
In this region, we have
where u (ν) and v (e) are the spinors for the electron neutrino and the positron, respectively.
Note that in the recoillessK * 0 limit used here, the dependence of the amplitude on a (−) is eliminated. We have f (1) = 1.8 GeV, from Eq. (33) above.
IV Differential Decay Rate
Before presenting the differential decay rate, let us introduce the following kinematic variables [16, 17] . The invariant mass of the K * π system m K * π , where
The invariant mass of the lepton pair is denoted by m eν , where m eν ≡ (p e + p ν ) 2 , p e is the four-momentum of the positron, and p ν is the four-momentum of the electron neutrino.
The angle formed by the three momentum of theK * 0 in the K * π center of mass frame and the line of flight of the K * π in the D 0 rest frame is denoted by θ K , and the angle between the positron three momentum in the e + ν center of mass frame and the line of flight of the e + ν in the D 0 rest frame is denoted by θ e . The angle φ is formed by the normals to the K * π and e + ν planes in the D 0 rest frame. The sense of φ is from the normal to the K * π plane to that of the e + ν plane.
The amplitude given by Eq. (40) is obtained in a region where theK * 0 is "near zero recoil", and later we specify a region of phase space that corresponds to this approximation.
Using the above kinematic variables, in the limit m π /m K * → 0, one obtains the following differential decay rate for D 0 →K * 0 π − e + ν e , in a region whereK * 0 is near zero recoil
We can integrate the expression in Eq. (43) for the differential decay rate, in order to obtain a total decay rate Γ(D 0 →K * 0 π − e + ν e ), for a limited volume of phase space consistent with the regime of validity of chiral perturbation theory and the recoillessK * 0 approxiamtion.
In this region of phase space, we demand that 
cos θ e ∈ [−1, 1], and φ ∈ [0, 2π], yields the partial decay width Γ 1 (D 0 →K * 0 π − e + ν e ), and
where ± corresponds to g 
, which is nearly an order of magnitude larger
where, again, ± corresponds to g 
in a region where m
For the branching ratio B 2 , corresponding to Γ 2 , we get
in our restricted region of phase space, where m
For the smaller value of B 1 , the corresponding region can most likely be explored at a fixed target experiment, or a tau-charm or B factory only, since the present experiments are not able to measure such small branching ratios for the decay of the D 0 . However, the values of B 2 lie reasonably close to the present measureable range, and g D can be extracted from the data if its absolute value is not too much smaller than √ 0.3.
V Conclusions
In this work, we have presented a systematic calculation of the differential decay rate for We have presented an expression for the differential decay rate, in the aforementioned region of phase space, in Eq. (43). To get the branching ratio in this region, one has to make a reasonable choice for the limits of the integration that yields the partial width in the restricted volume of phase space. For |g D | = √ 0.3 as an allowed value for the magnitude of the DD * π coupling, we get the branching ratios, B 1 and B 2 , corresponding to two reasonable choices for the integration region. The first choice is expected to be strict enough for a good leading order approximation, and it can probably be explored at a fixed target experiment, or a tau-charm or B factory only. We believe that expanding the region of integration beyond that which corresponds to the second choice can result in a considerable departure from the proper regime for our approximations. The branching ratios in this region are close to the present measureable range. For a rough experimental value of g D we can expect that the branching ratio for a typical region of integration be of order 10 −5 .
The volume of phase space in which our theory is valid may be best selected after consulting the data. However, the values of B 2 suggest that for a volume of phase space that is close the our second choice presented here, and provided that |g D | is not too much smaller than the value used here, √ 0.3, an experimental value for g D can be extracted, using the data on D 0 →K * 0 π − e + ν e , and given the sign of g 
